A newsletter from AEGIS
SOME CURRENT HIGHLIGHTS
Independent Review - ABB
ABB is providing a new Auxiliary Converter for fitment to
a legacy EMU in the UK. AEGIS has been engaged by
ABB to independently review drawings, documentation,
calculations and any other supporting documents that
demonstrate the Auxiliary Converter is compliant with GM/
RT 2100 - Requirements for Rail Vehicle Structures and
RIS-8270-RST - Route Level Assessment of Technical
Compatibility between Vehicles and Infrastructure. Once
satisfied, AEGIS will issue a letter of endorsement for
each of the standards.
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Level Crossing Risk Assessments Network Rail
As part of the CP6 Early Development Works, AEGIS has
been contracted by Network Rail to carry out Suitable
and Sufficient Level Crossing Risk Assessments at
several sites across the UK rail network. AEGIS has been
supporting Network Rail in risk reduction at these sites
through short term to long term recommendations based
on the guidelines provided by the ORR and through
the expert knowledge of our team of experienced risk
assessors.

Infrastructure Manager - Wales and
Borders
KeolisAmey has been awarded a Rail Service contract
for the Wales and Borders Rail Franchise and South
Wales Metro through Transport for Wales (TfW) for 15
years. Part of the contract requires that KeolisAmey gain
authorisation as an Infrastructure Manager (IM) to enable
them to manage and maintain the Core Valley Lines (CVL).
KeolisAmey are also the Operator and Development
Partner (ODP) for TfW and responsible for the delivery of
the Core Valley Lines Transformation Project. During the
tendering process, it was established that AEGIS would
be a strategic partner to KeolisAmey for the provision of
Assessment Body services and Independent Competent
Person services as required for delivery of the contract.
This has been implemented as both a consultancy project
assisting the development of the Approval Strategy and
providing Safety Assurance assistance. This dual role is
allowed for under AEGIS’s UKAS accreditation as an ISO
17020 Type C Inspection Body.
Currently AEGIS is setting up and delivering a series
of Hazard Identification workshops. Initially a CVL
wide based on system level but now more targeted
on individual route sections and the unique OHL
electrification system.
Additionally, AEGIS are undertaking an independent
safety assessment of the IM organisation in accordance
with the requirements of CSM-REA.

It’s continuing to be a busy year for
us here at AEGIS!
So far this year we have
refurbished our head office at 29
Brunel Parkway, opened a second
office at 35 Brunel Parkway,
increased our team to 47 people
and re-structured our organisation.
We have been out and about
attending lots of conferences
and exhibitions such as Railtex,
Multimodal, Rail Live and Rolling
Stock Networking along with
some great networking events.
We had a team taking part in
the Women in Rail Big Diversity
Challenge for the first time which
was great fun!
Along with the usual delivery
of dozens of engineering and
certification projects, we have

recently become members of
the Rail Freight Group (RFG)
and joined the Rail Safety and
Standards Board (RSSB), so
we are able to increase our
contribution to the development
of our industry.
There is lots more planned for the
second part of the year, watch
this space.....
We are delighted to present the
latest news and events from
AEGIS and thank you for taking
the time to catch up with us. We
are always glad to receive any
comments or feedback about the
newsletter and any of the topics
covered in it.

SPECIAL REPORT

Safety Management & Engineering support for

Stadler FLIRT trains for
Greater Anglia

AEGIS has been providing Safety Management and Engineering support to Stadler
who are supplying 20 twelve car Class 745 FLIRT Electric Multiple Units and 38
Class 755 three and four car FLIRT Bi-mode Multiple Units to Abellio East Anglia.
The units will provide ‘flexible, comfortable and
interruption-free’ operation, with the use of a power
module rather than underfloor engines helping to
reduce vibration in the passenger saloons. The
design is also suitable for future conversion to full
electric operation or the use of batteries for energy
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storage. Facilities will include free wi-fi, power and
USB sockets, air-conditioning and accessible
toilets.
Support has been provided throughout the project
from the design and testing stages onwards leading
to the submissions necessary for service operation.

SPECIAL REPORT
Our involvement has been focussed especially on
the safety activities required under the Common
Safety Method for Risk Evaluation and Assessment.
AEGIS facilitated Hazard identification workshops
at both design and testing stages of the project
involving all stakeholders. At each stage this has
been followed up with management of the Hazard
Record, definition of Safety Requirements, and
ensuring that appropriate mitigations are established.
AEGIS managed the agreement and satisfaction
of all Safety Related Application Conditions - these
being Safety Requirements which are transferred to,
and actioned by, other parties.
In addition to providing overall safety management
support, AEGIS has carried out a number of specific
technical studies. In particular, these have included
demonstration of compliance with standards for
high voltage equipment access distances and a risk
assessment for the opening emergency windows.

Reviews of National Incident Reports and Rail
Accident Investigation Branch investigations have
been carried out considering their relevance to the
FLIRT design.
During the UK mainline test programme support was
provided in helping to identify, assess and mitigate
ongoing identified risks as the test programme
evolved from initial testing of a four car BMU
operating on diesel within a Signalling Protection
Zone at night, through to multiple operation of BMUs
and of EMUs on 25kV supply during daytime.
Support was given to Stadler for their submissions
to the independent approval bodies – AsBo, NoBo
and DeBo – and to the ORR when seeking approval
for service operation.
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FOCUS ON

THE ROLLING STOCK TEAM
If you have read our newsletters over the past few months, you will have read about the new
Development Director role within the business and the creation of our Core Services team.
In this issue, we look at the Head of Rolling Stock and the role of the Derby based Rolling
Stock team within the AEGIS organisation.
With the natural growth of the Company, it has been necessary to create two distinct engineering sectors for
Infrastructure and Rolling Stock. In addition, AEGIS has a Safety Engineering team and a sister organisation in
AEGIS Certification Services which is accredited for NoBo/DeBo/AsBo and spans both engineering sectors.
Andy Colver is an experienced Rolling Stock Engineer having spent 29 years in the industry, performing a variety of
roles including Electrical Engineer, Project Manager and Business Development Manager prior to being promoted
to the position of Head of Rolling Stock for the company.
Andy explains that the team consists of “12 engineers from Graduate to Principal level, covering a diverse array of
disciplines including electrical, mechanical, EMC, standards amongst others. The team are involved in a vast and
varied portfolio of projects on all types of Rolling Stock including passenger trains, on-track machines, plant and
wagons, ranging from small projects taking a few weeks to complete to larger projects spanning years and with a
multi-disciplined team.”
As a team within AEGIS we take a holistic approach to our projects through a thorough review process, we allocate
suitable resource from the engineers within our organisation that best fit the profile required to meet the challenge.
The Rolling Stock team ensure that the right engineers are allocated to undertake the task but we also make sure
that we expose other engineers to many different tasks in order to develop a wider range within the team’s abilities,
including software assurance, HAZID management, approvals and risk assessments for both rolling stock and
infrastructure projects. We believe that this is important to keep our engineers versatile, challenged and engaged.
Looking ahead, AEGIS has secured some major new contacts which will keep the team busy for the foreseeable
future – and there are many more in the pipeline. We will continue to meet our clients’ demands and seek to work
with new customers to facilitate the continued growth in a sustainable way.
ANDY COLVER
Head of Rolling Stock
Andy started his railway career at Brush
Traction before working for GEC Traction/
Alstom Transport, Transys Projects and now
Andy Colver
AEGIS. The early part of his career was spent
working on new build projects such as Class 92 Locomotive,
Class 465 Networkers, London Underground Jubilee
Line and Class 460/458/334 Juniper EMUs. The move
to Transys Projects saw him work on many legacy trains,
undertaking refurbishments and modifications. In addition to
engineering specific roles, he has undertaken variety of roles
such as a Project Manager, Tender Manager and Business
Development Manager all of which have stood him in good
stead for his current role as Head of Rolling Stock.
IAIN WRIGHT
Ian has 30 years of experience in the rolling stock industry
having worked for Alstom Transport as a Power Electronics
Application Engineer and then as a Rolling Stock Systems
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Engineer on new and refurbished rolling stock before joining
AEGIS. He has been at AEGIS for the past 10 years and
currently works as a team leader within the rolling stock team
and as a Principal Electrical Engineer on a variety of electrical
engineering projects, and as an AsBo Assessor and Safety
Engineer.
TREVOR STEEL
Trevor has many years of experience as a
Mechanical Engineer within railway rolling
stock engineering. He is an all-round
engineer with key experience of the design
Trevor Steel
of power train, fire protection, interiors,
doors and underframe equipment on DEMU and EMU stock.
He has in-depth experience of change control procedures,
modification programmes and project engineering whilst
broader experience as a Safety Engineer, producing Risk
Assessments, reviewing modification documentation, design
scrutiny and compliance to standards.

SYLWESTER SULKOWSKI
Sylwester is a Chartered Engineer and
member of the IMechE and is a Senior
Engineer
in the Rolling Stock team. Whilst
Sylwester Sulkowski
predominantly mechanical, he has undertaken
tasks on electrical systems including Class 158 batteries and
auxiliary loadings and is currently managing the procurement
specification for a new Hybrid OTM (On-Track Machine) project
for Eurotunnel. This project provides many challenges due to
its geographical boundaries however the hybrid technology
being employed ensures this is an exciting project to be
involved with.
CHRIS BEALES
Chris has worked for AEGIS for 2 years and
is now working as a Project Engineer within
the Rolling Stock Team as part of his AEGIS
Chris Beales
Developing Engineer programme. He has
worked on a variety of projects in Rolling Stock, Safety
and Infrastructure to date and recently completed a role of
Project Manager for the Level Crossing Team in support of
our infrastructure business. This role has seen him assisting
Network Rail with the completion of Suitable and Sufficient
Risk Assessments of several Level Crossings across the
network, providing him with a great development opportunity
in a challenging but rewarding environment.
KRISH CHEDUMBARUM
Krish has 7 years of experience working in
the Rail industry following graduating from
the University of Sheffield with a MEng in
Aerospace Engineering. Previously he has
Krish Chedumbarum
worked at SNC-Lavalin and Ricardo Rail,
providing him with a wide range of experience including
managing Passenger Information Systems, Software
Solutions (Excel VBA), Passengers with Reduced Mobility
(PRM) refurbishments giving him a broad understanding of
Rolling Stock. He has experience of writing maintenance
documentation and is currently developing VMIs for a toilet
system by reviewing maintenance documents supplied by the
system’s manufacturer.
ROSIE WEBSTER
Rosie is currently a Graduate Engineer within
the AEGIS Developing Engineer programme.
As part of her program she is working
Rosie Webster
towards an MSc in Electrical and Electronic
Engineering with her aim to gain Chartered
Engineer status. Currently, she is working on undertaking and
reviewing Level Crossing Risk Assessments whilst assisting
with RAMS and FMECA studies of electrification systems.
BING YAN
Bing has been at AEGIS for 4 years working
on various Rolling Stock projects including
the LORAM C44 Rail Grinder, Schweerbau
HSM, Hitachi Class 395 and various RRVs
Bing Yan
& OTP trailers. His career highlight to date
was from 2017, where he led the joint AEGIS and University of
Birmingham team that designed and built a scaled hydrogen

locomotive for the IMechE Railway Challenge. During the
project they not only managed to rescue and recover a
broken-down diesel locomotive during testing, but they also
proved the concept of hydrogen as an alternative energy
source for the railway leading the team to achieve 2nd place
overall and paving the way for the passenger train trials
currently underway within the industry with the University of
Birmingham.
ANDY BATTERS
Andy has over 30 years of experience of Ontrack machines and On-track plant and is a
Chartered Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
Andy Batters
Andy joined AEGIS in June as a Senior Project
Manager. He previously worked for Network
Rail, Alstom Transport and most recently High Speed Two
Ltd (HS2) and has extensive knowledge and experience
in operations, project delivery and fleet maintenance
management, procurement and approvals of railway
infrastructure systems and vehicles, as well as management
of multidisciplinary teams. He is currently supporting the
procurement of new plant modules for a client.
LUKE WOOD
Luke worked as a Mechanical Engineer for
Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery and then
Wabtec Rail before AEGIS as an Assurance
Luke Wood
Engineer within the Rolling Stock Team. He
works with closely with clients from the
early project/design stage to identify the applicable railway
standards up to the later final stage of a project to produce
the correct certification. Lately he has been assessing the
evidence of standards compliance in support of the Class 442
Refresh and Retraction project and creating documentation
for both our Eurotunnel OTM and Magtec Class 16X Hybrid
projects.
TAWINAN WEERABAN
Tawinan has 3 years of experience within
the rail industry having progressed from a
Graduate Engineer to an Electrical Engineer
when she joined AEGIS on the AEGIS
Tawinan Weeraban
Developing Engineer programme. As part of
this development program she is working towards an MSc
in Electrical and Electronic Engineering which is funded and
supported by AEGIS. She is currently working as a System
Engineer for interior doors on the AVENTRA Platform for West
Midlands Trains at Bombardier Transportation.
RICHARD WELLS
Richard is the newest member of the Rolling
Stock team. He has 27 years of mechanical
engineering experience in the UK and US rail
Richard Wells
industries with 22 years at Bombardier and 5
years previously with Alstom. He has worked
on mainline EMU and LU projects on brakes and air, doors,
couplers, gangways, toilets, adhesion and cab systems. He
has deep experience of Mechanical Architecture of vehicles
as he was involved in vehicle engineering on the Bombardier
AVENTRA projects.
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INDUSTRY EVENTS

WOMEN IN RAIL
AEGIS sent a team to take part in the Women in Rail - Big Rail
Diversity Challenge on 27th June at Newark County Showground.
In keeping with the theme, our team included people from all parts
of the company, men and women, younger people and those with
a few more years on their side!
We were keen to support this excellent event, alongside the 60 other teams from
30+ railway companies, as the initiative fits squarely with our core values. Currently,
25% of our employees are women and our aim is to see that percentage rising in
the future as AEGIS increases in size.
“AEGIS SHIELD” didn’t win the competition this year but had a fantastic time trying!
We’ve already booked for 2020!

MODERN RAILWAYS RVE SHOW
We are looking forward to exhibiting at the Modern Railways RVE Show on 3rd October at Derby Arena, Pride Park
Derby. The event encompasses an exhibition, a conference and the “Meet the Buyer” event run in partnership
with Rail Forum Midlands and the Department for
International Trade.
Come and visit us on stand G4. Register to
attend at: www.rve-expo.co.uk
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INDUSTRY EVENTS

ROLLING STOCK
NETWORKING EVENT

AEGIS joined over 130 exhibitors, at the inaugural Rolling Stock Networking event on
11th July at Derby Arena.
We heard from speakers from companies such as Stadler, CAF, Vivarail and the Rail Freight Group and were
involved in three Trade Association events. Thank you to everyone who came to see us on our stand – we look
forward to continuing to build on the contacts made at the event.

RAIL INFRASTRUCTURE
NETWORKING EVENT
Due to AEGIS’s success at the 2018
event, we are once again exhibiting
at RIN at Pride Park Stadium Derby
on 5th September.
Come along and see us, it’s a great opportunity
for companies to see the latest developments
and to network in the infrastructure side of the
railway industry.
Register to attend at: www.rinevents.co.uk
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RECRUITMENT

New Starters
EMILY WOODWARD
Emily Woodward has joined the Core Services Team as Finance Assistant.
Emily has experience in business administration and finance and will provide invaluable
support to our Finance Manager, Hayley Thorne.
ANDY BATTERS
Andy Batters has joined as Senior Project Manager. He is a Chartered Electrical and
Mechanical Engineer with over 30 years railway experience.
He has previously worked for Network Rail, Alstom Transport UK&I and most recently High
Speed Two Ltd (HS2).
Andy is experienced in operations, project delivery and fleet maintenance management,
procurement and approvals of railway infrastructure systems and vehicles, as well as
management of multidisciplinary teams.
Andy joins our Rolling Stock engineering team, to enhance its On track Machine and On Track
Plant knowledge and capabilities and will lead and develop several of our major RS projects.
RICHARD WELLS
Richard brings his 27 years of mechanical engineering experience in the UK and US rail
industries to AEGIS as a Principal Engineer in our Rolling Stock team.
His previous experience at Bombardier and Alstom has been on many mainline EMU and LU
projects, specifically around the brakes and air, doors, couplers, gangways, toilets, adhesion
and cab systems. Richard was previously the team leader for Mechanical Architecture Vehicle Engineering on the Bombardier AVENTRA projects.
ANDREW ALSTON
Andrew is an experienced rolling stock engineer with 39 years’ international experience
gained in the UK, Canada and Australia and joins our Certification business as Engineering
Projects Manager. He is a Chartered Engineer and Fellow of the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers. Andrew previously worked for SNC-Lavalin where he managed the Notified Body
(NoBo) and Designated Body (DeBo) assessment for a European rolling stock manufacturer
entering the UK market. He has held senior engineering management roles in rolling stock
design, engineering and operations. He joins the Certification (Rolling Stock) team
We would like to welcome Emily, Andy, Richard and Andrew to the team!
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